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ABSTRACT 
The game industry and related research communities have shown 
a surge of interest in reality-based interfaces that create 
“embodied” game play experiences. Handheld AR (HAR) is a 
reality-based interface that renders digital objects onto a player’s 
perception of the physical world. HAR creates a hybrid space in 
which players can leverage their existing physical and social skills 
to interact with the game system and with each other. Although 
HAR has received some attention in the world of handheld 
gaming, there is little research that summarizes and communicates 
design principles and implications across multiple examples. In 
this paper, we analyze and generate design lessons from dozens of 
HAR games, drawn from academic and commercial AR games, 
and also our years of experience designing and teaching HAR 
game design. We summarize our experience in this new field into 
a set of design “pre-patterns” as a means of formalizing 
significant design lessons derived from these existing practices 
into repeatable principles and solutions. We contribute to both the 
game and interaction design communities with pre-patterns that 
support embodied game play. 
 
KEYWORDS: Handheld augmented reality interface, design 
patterns, game design, game interface. 
 
INDEX TERMS: Index Terms: H.5.1 [INFORMATION 
INTERFACES AND PRESENTATION (e.g., HCI)]: Multimedia 
Information Systems — Artificial, augmented, and virtual 
realities; K.8.0 [PERSONAL COMPUTING]: General- Games. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The current trend in the game industry, exemplified by the 
Nintendo Wii [1] and Microsoft Kinect [2], is toward game 
interfaces that leverage players’ embodied knowledge and skills to 
create experiences that are natural and intuitive, and often more 
social than previous console systems allowed. Handheld 
Augmented Reality (HAR) interfaces, where the computer-
generated content is registered with the player’s view of the 
physical world in real time, is one type of such “reality-based 
interfaces” [3], which draw strength from users’ pre-existing 
knowledge and skills [4]. Although HAR games do not currently 
have a large share of the market, Augmented Reality (AR) gaming 
is beginning to gain popularity [5]. For example, Nintendo’s 3DS 
[6] comes pre-packaged with a number of AR games and 
developers are beginning to create AR games for mainstream 

smart phones. Unfortunately, designing games for a new 
technology can be challenging until the design community has 
more experience with the specific affordances and constraints of 
the interfaces.  The goal of this paper is to share the experience we 
have gained over the past four years designing and evaluating 
HAR games [7-9], observing and guiding novice game designers 
who worked with HAR for the first time in AR game studio1 [10], 
and analysing dozens of examples from both industry and 
academia. 

As new designers and researchers approach HAR technology, 
they are asking themselves similar questions. What kind of 
experience can HAR support and create for the player, aside from 
the shear “novelty” of the interface? What are the constraints and 
complexities that this technology adds? How can we transform 
embodied interaction with a HAR interface into meaningful 
embodied game play? Both AR research and game design 
communities have something to contribute to the discussion. AR 
researchers have investigated the affordances and constraints of 
AR interfaces [11,12], and empirically examined AR systems in a 
number of contexts, including collaborative work, instructor 
support, learning, and games [7,13-18]. Game designers are 
familiar with game elements and conventions that are critical for 
enjoyable game experiences. We hope to bridge this discussion 
between the two communities by presenting our results as a 
collection of design pre-patterns for HAR games.  

Design pattern research is a tool to capture and communicate 
repeated solutions for recurring problems in the field [19-21]. 
Although it was first created in the context of the mature field of 
architecture, recent research has suggested the idea that sharing 
design knowledge might also be appropriate for less mature 
design domains, such as ubiquitous computing and home 
technology [22,23]. Recognizing that HAR game design is a 
nascent, fast-growing domain, we adopt the term “pre-patterns” in 
our work, which has been used to identify patterns that focus on 
summarizing ongoing practice to inspire new design. 
    In this paper, we present nine design pre-patterns that leverage 
four kinds of embodied human skills [4]. Different from software 
engineering design patterns, where the “problems” are usually 
clear and task-oriented [20], game designers face the challenge of 
experience design, which is essentially generated by players and 
over which a designer has only indirect control [24]. We focus on 
this experiential aspect of game design [24,25] by adopting the 
lens of embodied interaction [26,27] to identify the underlying 
humanistic factors that these pre-patterns rely on.  

These pre-patterns contribute to bridging the gap between 
interaction and game design. They give designers some basic 
building blocks for their own games, help them avoid common 
pitfalls, and understand how to craft the game experiences they 
want using this new technology. This work serves as a starting 
point for a complete pattern language of AR experiences that 
includes a broad spectrum of AR technologies and experiences.  

                                                                    
1 Qualcomm Augmented Reality Game Studio, www.argamestudio.org 
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2 EMBODIED INTERACTION  
The term “embodiment” can mean several related things, all of 
which are applicable to the design of AR experiences. For 
cognitive scientists, the term originates in the work of Lakoff and 
Johnson [26], which serves as the basis for the “embodied” view 
of cognition. Embodied cognition posits that our understanding 
and interpretation of the world around us is rooted in our, often 
unconscious, experience of our bodies. Through bodily 
interactions with the physical world, we develop “image schemas” 
that encode the structure and relationships learned in these 
encounters. These schemas are then adapted and applied to future 
experiences through the cognitive process of “metaphorical 
mapping.” For HAR games, this concept provides a model of the 
cognitive processes of players, who often approach unfamiliar AR 
experiences from the standpoint of previous experiences with 
video games although mappings from other gaming experiences, 
such as board games, might be more appropriate. For AR 
experiences in general, players are likely to leverage previous 
experiences of navigating and manipulating the physical world. 
Designers must know how to determine what metaphors players 
are using, as well as how to leverage these associations so that 
users can engage with the game play correctly.  

A related notion of “embodied interaction” has been offered by 
Dourish [27], and has become popular in HCI and ubiquitous 
computing research. According to this view, embodiment calls for 
computational resources to be physically embedded in the world, 
so that ordinary interactions with physical objects can have effects 
in the virtual world, thus creating a tight coupling between the 
physical and digital domains. This notion has obvious relation to 
the embodied cognition view, in that it focuses on unconscious or 
intuitive interactions in space, however, where embodied 
cognition tries to understand the role these play in the conceptual 
framework of the human mind, the embodied view of interaction 
emphasizes their role as input and output mechanisms in a human-
machine system. This too is a useful paradigm for HAR research, 
as the ability to project virtual spaces onto the physical world 
creates numerous opportunities to interact with physical objects. 
Understanding how to communicate the virtual affordances of 
physical objects to players, or to create physical objects with 
affordances specific to the hybrid reality of the game itself, are 
important considerations for HAR game designers and one of the 
issues addressed in our design patterns. 

Embodied interactions rely on a person’s existing embodied 
skills in everyday life (naïve physics, body awareness and skills, 
environmental awareness and skills, social awareness and skills) 
[4] and create experiences that are more intuitive, have more 
freedom of control, and more emotional and social engagement. 
We adopt the concept as a lens when we analyze design pre-
patterns and try to understand how the HAR interface brings 
embodied interaction to game play.  

3 RELATED WORK  

3.1 Pattern Languages 
“Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over 
again in our environment, and then describes the core of the 
solution to that problem in such a way that you can use this 
solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way 
twice.” – Christopher Alexander et al. [19] 
    In the past forty years, design patterns have spread from the 
field of architecture, where they were first observed, to numerous 
other fields such as, software engineering [4], human-computer 
interaction [21-23,28-30], and game design [25,31,32]. 
Researchers have previously adopted design patterns for the 
software engineering of AR systems [33].  

    The purpose of a design pattern is to summarize existing 
practices that are successful and significant, encapsulate this 
knowledge into a common format, and facilitate continuous 
communication for the community [21]. Design patterns are not 
just made of these individual patterns, but the hierarchy between 
these patterns, which is called pattern language.  

Design patterns have been more widely adopted in the game 
design community in the past five years. Björk and Holopainen 
summarized a large set of game design patterns based on the game 
play experiences they support [25]. Seif et al. summarized design 
patterns for cooperative games through video analysis, including 
camera setting, interacting with the game objects, shared puzzles, 
shared character, limited resources, etc. [31] Along similar lines, 
we use design patterns as a research tool to summarize and 
communicate the existing practices found in HAR games in 
certain formats. However, we recognize that HAR games are still 
in the early stages of development and we therefore use the term 
“pre-patterns”, following the examples from other nascent fields 
[22][23]. 

3.2 Reality-based Interfaces in Games 
The discussion linking game interfaces with game play 
experiences has been ongoing for the past three decades [34-36]. 
There are many commercial examples where these interfaces are 
exploited in games for their novelty effect (and sales attraction). 
However, the affordances of these interfaces are often not actively 
integrated to the core game play [36].  
    Researchers have conducted empirical studies to understand 
how reality-based interfaces change game experiences. Lindley et 
al. found the amount of literal and non-literal communication 
increased when physical interfaces are used for co-located players 
[37]. Additionally, Mueller et al.’s research showed that exertion 
interface-based games can enhance social bonding and enjoyment 
for the remote players [38].  
     Game researchers and designers try to understand the role of 
interfaces in creating player experiences. Interfaces are part of the 
game, through which a player perceives, controls, and changes 
game states [24]. Game interfaces include both physical and 
digital components. For example, the joystick is the physical 
input, and it is mapped to the control of a digital character [24] 
Game interfaces support and integrate with other elements of the 
game, such as player actions, character design, space design and 
social play etc. [24,39] Media researchers also examined a unique 
type of games in which mastering the interface is the challenging 
part and subsequently becomes the core of the game play [40]. 
The tight relationship between interface and play experience is 
examined in our design pre-patterns.  

3.3 AR interface and HAR Games  
Augmented reality (AR) is one type of reality-based interface. AR 
interfaces supplement the real world with virtual (computer-
generated) objects that appear to coexist in the same space as the 
real world [3]. With AR interfaces, users can contextualize digital 
information in the physical world [12], leveraging real-world 
physics, as well as their bodily and environmental awareness in 
the interactions. Moreover, for multiple users, AR enables them to 
view a hybrid space from their own perspective, while leveraging 
their verbal and nonverbal cues for face-to-face or remote 
collaboration [11,41]. Games are one of the biggest domains that 
AR interfaces have been applied to. A survey of AR games can be 
found in [42], where the authors mapped the games long the 
dimensions of time, technology and genre.  
    Currently the most commercialized AR games are on common 
hardware platforms, such as mirror image based AR with game 
consoles, and smart phones that have back cameras. While The 



Eye of Judgment [43] was the first commercially available 
augmented reality game, there have been a number of research 
projects devoted to handheld or tabletop AR games, such as the 
Invisible Train [44], AR Tennis [45], Cows vs. Aliens [46], and 
others.  
  With hardware improvements on handheld devices, the majority 
of smart phones become platforms for HAR games. Commercial 
games like InviZimals [47], EyePet (PSP version) [48], and 
Nintendo 3DS AR showcase games [6] have been created by large 
companies and launched in the past two years. With the available 
AR toolkits on smart phone platforms, such as the Qualcomm AR 
SDK for Android and iOS, independent game designers have also 
become interested in integrating HAR interfaces into their games. 
In our work, we draw from dozens of examples found in both 
commercial and independent games.  

4 METHODS 

4.1 Choice of Design Pattern Method  
There are a number of options for codifying and communicating 
accumulated design knowledge and practice. For large sample 
sets, taxonomies are often preferred for grouping ideas according 
to similar features, and for organizing concepts hierarchically. 
However, because HAR games are still in their infancy, we do not 
yet have the breadth of examples and recurring design concepts 
required to create a useful taxonomy. 

A second possible approach is the generation of “design 
heuristics” [34,49,50], which summarize knowledge about “good 
design” into rules and principles that serve as a checklist for 
evaluation. However, heuristics typically offer only a loose 
collection of “rules of thumb,” lack the formal organization and 
categorization achieved by taxonomies, and do not suggest 
solutions when guidelines are not met, or causes when instances 
violate any particular heuristic. Still, these suggestions for design 
can be important, particularly for novice designers.  

We believe that design patterns and pre-patterns are a good 
middle ground between taxonomies and heuristics. We 
acknowledge that the pre-patterns we present in this paper are 
only the beginning of an evolutionary process, and that all the 
connections and interconnections have not yet been clarified. We 
believe that as this field matures, accumulated knowledge will 
demonstrate patterns that have more well-understood relationships 
with each other, and that these will form the basis for a true 
pattern language of HAR design.  

4.2 Process of Generating HAR Game Pre-patterns  
We generated design pre-patterns through an iterative process that 
includes individual researchers’ analysis of HAR games and 
group discussions about the significance and relevance of pre-
patterns. We started with one researcher extracting design features 
from all the games that we had access to. Then we categorized 
similar features together to form an initial set of pre-patterns, 
which were discussed among a group of researchers and designers 
who have at least one-year of experience designing and evaluating 
HAR games. In the past two months, we had eight discussion 
sessions that involve three to six participants each. We present 
nine of the most significant pre-patterns, grounded in our analysis 
of embodied interaction and in existing HAR games. 

4.3 Format of the Pre-pattern 
The format of design patterns varies by different researchers and 
domains. The commonality between them is to describe the 
problem (or the experience that can be achieved through the 
pattern) and solution in detail. We compared styles in other 

researchers’ work in related domains, such as game design [25] 
and interaction design [28], and settled on a variation of Björk and 
Holopainen’s game design pattern template. We simplify this 
template into the sections listed below because the relations 
between pre-patterns is unclear now, and will presumably emerge 
with future research. 
• Title: a short phase that is memorable.  
• Definition: A brief summary of what experiences the pre-

pattern supports and how they are achieved. 
• Description: A detailed explanation of how and why the pre-

pattern works, what aspects of game design it is based on. 
• Examples: Illustrate the meaning of the pre-pattern through 

examples. 
• Using the pre-patterns: A pre-pattern can be used to guide 

practice. This part is dedicated to reveal the challenges and 
context of applying the pre-patterns.  

5 DESIGN PRE-PATTERNS 
In this section, we present nine design patterns that leverage 
different embodied skills, the following table summarizes: 
Table 1. Summary of the nine design pre-patterns  

Title Meaning Embodied 
Skills 

Device 
Metaphors 

Using metaphor to suggest available 
player actions 

Body A&S 
Naïve physics 

Control 
Mapping 

Intuitive mapping between physical 
and digital objects 

Body A&S 
Naïve physics 

Seamful 
Design 

Making sense of and integrating the 
technological seams through game 
design  

Body A&S 
 

World 
Consistency 

Whether the laws and rules in 
physical world hold in digital world 

Naïve physics 
Environmental 

A&S 
Landmarks Reinforcing the connection between 

digital-physical space through 
landmarks 

Environmental 
A&S 

Personal 
Presence 

The way that a player is represented 
in the game decides how much they 
feel like living in the digital game 
world 

Environmental 
A&S  

Naïve physics 

Living 
Creatures 

Game characters that are responsive 
to physical, social events that mimic 
behaviours of living beings 

Social A&S 
Body A&S 

Body 
constraints 

Movement of one’s body position 
constrains another player’s action 

Body A&S 
Social A&S 

Hidden 
information  

The information that can be hidden 
and partially revealed can foster 
emergent social play 

Social A&S 
Body A&S 

*(A&S is short for Awareness & Skills) 

Before introducing the patterns, we briefly summarize a few small 
design lessons into a list of dos and don’ts, which are self-
explanatory. Some of them are based on the current state of the art 
in HAR technology.  
• Support one-hand interaction 
• Consider the natural viewing angle  
• Make sure at least one tracking surface is in view 
• Do not tire players out physically  
• Do not encourage fast actions 



5.1 Device Metaphors 
Definition: Device metaphors guide players’ actions by 

suggesting that the handheld device functions as a familiar object 
from everyday life. 

Description: Due to the fact that AR games are still new to 
many players, the conventions of this medium have not been well 
established. One effective way to solve this problem is to leverage 
the power of metaphor. For example, graphical user interfaces 
made a leap from the command line interface by adopting the 
metaphors like “desktop”, “folder” and “trash bin”, which are 
physical objects that imply the functions of digital objects. For 
reality-based interfaces, the usage of can suggest possible actions 
[52]. For example, the game of Wii Sports is easy to learn because 
the controller can take the metaphorical role of a racquet or bat, 
thus cognitively guiding a player’s actions to those that are 
appropriate to those objects, such as swinging and tilting. 

The physical actions for controlling a HAR interface can be 
implied through device metaphors. The HAR interface can have 
similarities to many kinds of lenses, such as cameras, magnifiers, 
microscopes, and x-ray machines. Players can naturally transfer 
what they know about using these devices to possible actions with 
the HAR interface. A game should reinforce the metaphor through 
appropriate visual, auditory, and haptic cues, ensuring that players 
do not make false inferences about the metaphor.  

Examples: In the game Bug Juice, the handheld device is 
metaphorically linked to a magnifying glass. In this game, a 
player needs to stay at a certain distance to burn ants with the 
device, which might resonate with memories of focusing sunlight 
via a magnifying glass. Another benefit of this metaphor is that it 
guides the player to stay at a specific distance from the target that 
is optimal for the AR tracking software. The metaphor makes 
sense of the actions in the game and helps players learn these 
actions easier. This is also an example for another pattern, “design 
for the seams”, which will be introduced later. 

 
Figure 1. (Left) Bug Juice uses the metaphor of a magnifier. It 

renders a hot spot in the center of the screen, which makes a 
sizzling sound and leaves burning trails behind. (Right) Joe 
Warpin renders the sniper lens as a visual cue of the device 
metaphor of sniper gun. 

    In another example is a shooting game called Joe Warpin, the 
metaphor of sniper in a helicopter is used. The sniper reticule 
rendered on the screen suggests the actions of aiming and 
shooting. Helicopter noise and the unsteady movement of the 
reticule on the screen add realism. Holding a button (to hold their 
breath for a short time) steadies the target.  
    Using the pre-pattern: When leveraging metaphors, designers 
must be aware that they do not always transfer existing knowledge 
perfectly to a new medium. Metaphors can be potentially 
impeding if too much discrepancy exists between them.   
    For example, we have seen another category of metaphors, 
”paddles”, in HAR games [45]. However, when applying 
“paddle” metaphors, a designer needs to keep in mind that the 

display is attached to the device and moves along with it. Moving 
the display causes problems in games that require the player to 
receive visual feedback. In this case, designers need to either 
compensate with other sensory modalities or create game 
mechanics that encourage stable hand-eye position.  

5.2 Control mapping   
Definition: A HAR interface, as a game controller, supports a 

set of physical actions that can be intuitively mapped to the 
actions in the game. A designer needs to make conscious 
decisions about selecting the control actions and mapping them in 
the game.  

Description: Handheld devices provide a variety of control 
mechanics, such as touch screens and accelerometers. HAR 
technology supports a set of interaction mechanisms that are 
unique, due to its physical presence in the space and the first-
person view “through” the device. Through HAR interfaces, users 
can perform actions via three mechanisms: 1) projection from 
screen to space, 2) physical object manipulation, and 3) device 
manipulation. These actions need to be intuitively mapped to the 
actions in the game.  

We break down the possible mappings as follows:  
    1). Projection from screen to space. A common approach is the 
ray casting mechanic that has been widely co-opted from other 3D 
games (e.g., the two games shown in Figure 1). In this case, a ray 
is cast from the device screen to the virtual world, either 
originating from the center of the screen or from a point touched 
by the user. This category of actions relies on a player’s 
familiarity with the action of pointing and aiming, which is 
mapped to the actions of focus and selection in the digital game 
world.  
    2). Physical object manipulation. A player can move, rotate, 
and tilt tracked objects in order to affect the virtual objects in an 
analogous way (see Figure 3 (Right)). 
    3). Device manipulation. A player may pan, zoom (Figure 2), 
and shake the handheld device (e.g., the “earthquake attack” in 
InviZimals [47] is launched by shaking the device). Movements of 
the device can affect the game state either by changing the 
movement of the characters or changing the environment.  

         
Figure 2.  In Nerdherder, the device repels the nerds (Left) A nerd 

runs from the device. (Right) A player’s physical action of 
moving the device closer to the Nerds to scare them away. 

This pattern is not just about the game control mechanics, but 
about the design trade-offs as well. Often different physical 
actions can be mapped to the same controls, resulting in games 
that feel and play very differently. Two gadget based puzzle 
games, Inch High Stunt Guy2 and Candy Wars, are both controlled 
by arranging objects. The former projects the touch screen events 
to the digital objects on the tabletop, while the latter maps the 
position and orientation of physical game pieces to digital gadgets 
(Figure 3). Inch High Stunt Guy is more accessible since a player 

                                                                    
2 Inch High Stunt Guy, by Defiant Development (defiantdev.com), 2011 



only needs to print one trackable sheet, while Candy Wars creates 
a greater sense of control with tangible game control mechanics.  

 
Figure 3. Similar mechanic and different controls in Inch High Stunt 

Guy (left) (Courtesy of Morgan Jaffit) and Candy Wars (right)  

Examples: The examples are included in the description.   
Using the pre-pattern: To create an intuitive and enjoyable 

control mapping, designers need to consider which action gives 
the player the maximum sense of control and satisfaction, taking 
into account the players cognitive load [24], the characteristics of 
the technology and the context in which the game is expected to 
be played. One common pitfall is to add “novel” game controls 
that seem compelling but are either unnecessarily complicated, or 
that do not work well in real use.  

When we designed Art of Defense (See Figure 4), a tower 
defense game, we experimented with placing units on the tiles by 
either placing a token on the tile (Figure 4. middle), or drawing a 
shape in the middle (Figure 4. right). There was a trade-off 
between the granularity and richness of control (e.g., analyzing 
the quality of the drawn shape to influence the power and 
capabilities of the resulting unit) and the simplicity of the 
interaction. After play testing, we decided that the token-based 
actions were more intuitive because they followed conventions 
from board games, and that they were more robust in practice.  

 
Figure 4. Constructing the space by maneuvering tracked objects. 

(Left) A tower that was built. (Middle). The tokens and marker-
based tiles. (Right). Sketch-based building.  

5.3 Seamful Design 
Definition: HAR interfaces have inherent limitations because 

of their use of computer-vision based tracking. Designers need to 
explicitly design for the seams by various means: limiting the 
action to a range of in a natural way, helping users when tracking 
is lost, or continuing the game experience despite loss of tracking.  

Description: In Chalmers et al.’s work, the authors brought 
forward the concept of “seamful design”, in which designers take 
advantage of the physical limits and characteristics of a medium, 
rather than ignoring them [54]. In their game design, they actively 
design for the seams of variable coverage of Wi-Fi access points, 
allowing player to enjoy the game as it switches between on-line 
and off-line mode [55]. Most HAR interfaces currently rely on 
vision-based tracking which will fail outside a limited range of 
distances, angles, device motion and lighting. These seams are 
mostly seen as technology failures, but we believe that the seams 
in HAR interfaces can be part of the game design. When 

developing games for the mass market, these breakages are not 
show-stoppers if the seams are designed for properly.  

Examples: Here we present three examples of how the seams 
can be handled gracefully. The first example subtly reminds the 
player to stay within the boundary of technology limits. In the 
game Joe Warpin, the metaphor of a sniper in a helicopter is used 
to remind the players to stay certain distance away from the 
tracking surface. The reason for this design choice is because of 
the limits of the fiducial marker tracking used in the game, 
requiring players to see at least one complete marker in their 
camera view. To retain sufficient distance, the game gives 
feedback that blends well with the theme of the game.  
    The second example creates a continuous game experience 
even when the seams occur. In the game of Paparazzi3, a photo-
taking game where the player gains points by taking pictures of a 
celebrity, the early part of the game requires the player to look at a 
character walking around on the tracking surface, from different 
angles.  During the game, the character jumps at the phone and 
hangs onto its edges, dangling from the phone screen.  During this 
phase of the game, the player can completely ignore the tracking 
surface because the interaction is controlled entirely be the 
accelerometers in the device. In this case, the game designers have 
created a game experience with two modes of interaction, each of 
which is well suited to the limits of the technologies. The switch 
between them is handled transparently and smoothly.  

 

Figure 5. Paparazzi, a HAR photo-taking game. (Left). Player 
taking a picture while tracked; (Right) a different game state 
with just accelerometer input. (Courtesy of Paulius Liekis)    

    In some HAR games, when tracking is lost, the game gives the 
user some indication and reminder to help them to restore the 
tracking; for instance, in Nintendo 3DS AR games [6], the screen 
displays static. In such cases, the player is pulled out of the game 
experience and reminded to “repair” the technology by looking 
back at the marker card. In contrast, if the designer tries to have 
the game experience continue, the user may not realize that the 
technology has failed, and become frustrated. For example, 
through informal play testing with children, we have found that in 
the EyePet game for the Sony PSP [48], children did not notice 
the small textual messages indicating tracking was lost, and were 
frustrated when the pet “chose” to jump into it’s bubble (Figure 6 
right). 

 

Figure 6. The explicit indication of lost tracking (in the Nintendo 
3DS AR game) and the less explicit text-based reminder with 
the character moving in a bubble (in the PSP EyePet) 

                                                                    
3 Paparazzi, by pixel-punch (pixel-punch.com), 2011 



    Using the pre-pattern: This pattern is used when designing 
around the limitations of the technology. As tracking technology 
and hardware improve, the limitations of technology will change. 
However, technology constraints will be never be completely 
eliminated by performance enhancements, as designers will 
continue to experiment with the boundaries of the technology and 
design for the seams. 

5.4 World Consistency 
Definition: When a player experiences a hybrid world that 

mixes physical and virtual realities, she naturally expects that the 
hybrid world will adhere to principles of the real world, such as 
the laws of physics. Game designers can choose to create realistic 
experiences by replicating properties of the real world, or they 
may choose to defy user expectations. 
    Description: By definition, HAR games create a hybrid reality 
through the process of registering virtual content with the physical 
world. Players engaging with this hybrid reality hold intuitive 
expectations that it will function like the real world [56]. They 
naturally assume that physical properties, such as gravity, 
collisions and spatial containment, will hold true in the hybrid 
environment. For utilitarian AR applications, such as maintenance 
and repair systems, it may be best to create a hybrid reality that 
closely adheres to principles of physical reality. However, games 
allow for unique experiences that defy player expectations. A 
hybrid reality may have gravity operating at different strengths, or 
may allow spaces to overlap. It is important to understand that 
players have unconscious expectations of hybrid reality based on 
their embodied experience of naïve physics and body awareness 
[4], as well as previous knowledge of games. Game designers can 
choose to either replicate the properties of physical reality, 
creating a realistic experience where players can intuitively 
transfer their knowledge of the real world, or may choose to defy 
user expectations, creating surprise and challenge for players. 

Examples: The game Candy Wars relies on meeting a player’s 
expectations of spatial relationships and naïve physics. In the 
game, players manipulate physical widgets on a vertical surface in 
order to move virtual candies from the origin to a destination. The 
candies are affected by gravity similarly to the way that they 
would if they were real, and the widgets act like physical objects 
such as beams and springs, applying virtual forces that alter the 
trajectory of the virtual candy (see Figure 3. Right). The 
interactions between candy and widgets replicate what a user 
would expect from their experience with real-world physics.  

 
Figure 7. In LevelHead, An individual room is rendered inside each 

of the surface of the cubes. (Courtesy of Julian Oliver)  

Another example, Levelhead4, replicates physical reality by 
adhering to simplistic notions of gravity and perspective, but 
defies conventional understandings of space by mapping multiple 

                                                                    
4 LevelHead, by Julian Oliver 
(http://selectparks.net/~julian/levelhead/), 2008 

volumetric spaces into a single physical volume. Each face of a 
physical cube corresponds to a different “room” within the cube. 
This mapping is not possible in physical reality since physical 
spaces cannot overlap; the “puzzle” aspect of the game emerges 
from this unconventional spatial mapping. The challenge for 
players is to create a mental map of the connections between the 
rooms inside the cube, and use tilting motions to move the game 
character through multiple rooms to its destination.   

Using the pre-pattern: Consciously deciding to maintain 
predicable aspects of physical reality, or defying these in order to 
take advantage of possibilities inherent to virtual environments, 
creates different types of game. Mappings can either conform to 
user expectations or defy them. This choice should be made 
deliberately and applied consistently throughout the game design 
to create a predictable game experience, or else any inconsistency 
should have an apparent and endogenous explanation so as to 
maintain immersion.   

5.5 Landmarks 
Definition: Players orient and navigate through a game space 

by using landmarks as points of reference. Incorporating physical-
digital landmarks helps players to navigate in the hybrid space, 
share an external reference, and supports a spectator experience.  

Description: Cognitively, for a person to navigate in a space 
they orient themselves through a frame of reference relative to 
themselves or to an external system [57]. Landmarks are readily 
identifiable objects that serve as external reference points [58], 
such as “the church,” “intersection,” “the white building,” etc. 
While navigating real-world spaces, people use physical 
landmarks to build cognitive maps, which aid in orientation and 
navigation. Similarly, landmarks have been adopted in virtual-
reality spaces to support user’s navigation in the 3D virtual space 
[59]. For HAR games and applications, landmarks often function 
in both virtual and physical worlds, which not only helps player to 
navigate in the hybrid space, but also serves to help them 
understand the relationship between the two worlds. This 
connection is especially important for establishing a shared 
external reference system when players communicate about 
physical-digital objects. A landmark often carries salient features 
that can be referred to verbally (for example, the landmark in the 
ARhrrrr!! game in Figure 8 can be referred to as the fountain or 
city center), which provides an external reference system that does 
not rely on the relative position and orientation of other players.  

Physical landmarks also support a spectator experience [60], 
where a third person can gain some insight of the game state and 
on-going activities by observing what landmarks players are near. 
This latter point is important since HAR interfaces are small, 
individual displays and observing a game may be difficult for a 
non-player.  

Examples: In the zombie shooting game of ARhrrrr!!, the 
design of the physical game board and digital space align with 
each other. In the 3D digital world, the streets all point towards a 
central focus: the fountain in the center of the city as a portal 
where civilians escape from the zombies. On the physical board, 
the same design (but in 2D) draws a player’s eye towards this 
center. This highly recognizable physical-digital landmark helps 
players cognitively connect the physical and digital worlds.  

Landmarks can be in other forms. For example, in LevelHead 
(as shown in Figure 7), the landmarks include text-based labels 
and different ambient light colors for different rooms. 



 
Figure 8. The matching digital and physical landmarks (e.g., the 

fountain in the center) that are highly recognizable in ARhrrrr!!. 
(Left) 3D game world; (Right) 2D trackable game board.  

Using the pre-pattern: Previously, with the pre-defined black-
and-white fiducial markers (e.g., AR toolkit markers), it was hard 
to create landmarks that carry meaning in the physical world 
(Figure 9. left). With the development of more powerful natural-
feature-based tracking algorithms that support using images as 
landmarks, the trackable targets may carry meanings on their own 
(Figure 9. right). 

      
Figure 9. The comparison between a fiducial marker (AR toolkit 

simple marker) and a natural-feature-tracking based image 
target with feature points analyzed 

 

5.6 Living Creatures 
Definition: To create an illusion that a digital game creature 

lives in the physical space, game characters are designed to react 
to physical events, including sound, player's physical movement 
and hand gestures.  

Description: Creating artificial life has been a longstanding 
dream of game designers, toy builders, roboticists, and artificial 
intelligence researchers. By adopting social psychology, Isbister 
discussed how to design the appearance and behaviors of game 
characters to create a socially engaging experience and evoke 
genuine emotions [61].  

There have been physical toys that are designed to become 
“alive” in the digital world. For example, Webkinz [62] are stuffed 
animals that become playable characters online. However, this 
experience is made of two parts that are only thinly connected; the 
digital and physical aspects are divided by the boundary of the 
computer. A HAR interface solves this problem by blending the 
physical and digital experience into one. With AR, the 
phenomenological boundary between physical and digital worlds 
is blurred, and it generates a sense that the virtual objects exist in 
the real world, and that the player is part of the game.  

Examples: With a HAR interface, a player can visually situate 
[12] the digital characters in a physical world. As shown in the 
EyePet trailer (Figure 10 (left)), a player brings his EyePet 
outdoors and puts it on the swing. The camera detects the motion 
and the EyePet creature reacts as if it is curious about the 
movement. A game character can exhibit the behaviors of a living 
being, such as playing, eating, dressing up, sleeping and even 
dreaming, as if they live on the trackable surface. Moreover, the 
system can detect physical events, such as a player moving his 
hand or placing objects in the character’s environment, and the 

game characters can be designed to respond to these events to 
create a sense of inhabiting the physical space. For example, in 
the Figure 10 (right), a boy blows into the microphone to trigger 
the “rolling” action of the EyePet creature.  

 

 
Figure 10. (Left) Situating the EyePet in a real world object swing; 

(Right) Incorporating real world events (e.g., blowing wind to 
the microphone) to affect the actions of the characters  

    Using the pre-pattern: With the development of the tracking 
technology, the characters can also have their physical forms that 
is closer to a living creature and still can be tracked by the 
handheld device. For example, in the conceptual movie about a 
future AR storytelling application Suwappu 5 (Figure 11), the 
character design includes material and form factor design, and the 
graphics design needs to be trackable. The creature is meant to be 
cute and playful on its own, with or without using HAR interface.  

 
Figure 11. The material design and graphics design of the game 

characters in Suwappu. (Courtesy of Beeker Northam) 

5.7 Personal presence 
Definition: A player can enhance their personal presence, the 

sense of being in a digital game, by leveraging the HAR interface 
in different ways.  

Description: Nitsche defines the sense of presence as "the 
extent to which and reasons why you feel like you are in a virtual 
world" (p. 205) [63]. In the conventions of existing digital games, 
a player's presence in a digital game can occur in very different 
ways, oftentimes depending on the game genre: in first person 
shooter games, a player adopts a first person view to convey the 
feeling of being in the game space; in role-playing games, avatars 
are typically controlled from a 3rd-person perspective; and in 
strategy games, the player is not directly represented in the game 
but is instead similar to a god, where he is able to directly 
manipulate the game environment. Games built for the HAR 
interface can support these different mechanics, and may provide 
a stronger sense of presence compared to traditional interfaces.  
    Examples: The Nintendo 3DS shooting game is an example of 
a first-person-shooter HAR game. In this game, a dragon lives 
inside the marker, and it always tries to face the camera and bite 
the player. When the dragon attacks, the player can dodge the 
attack by moving the device out of the dragon’s path (see Figure 
12. left). Although the player does not have a visual representation 
in the game, the dragon senses and reacts to the movement of the 
player’s device, reinforcing the effect that the player is present in 
the hybrid game space. The direct coupling between a user’s 

                                                                    
5 Suwappu, by Dentsu London (dentsulondon.com) 



physical movements and the movement of their virtual persona 
may lead to stronger sense of presence.  

A second kind of presence is to control an avatar so that it can 
move on behalf of the player. For example, in Rock'em Sock’em 
Robots prototype, a player controls their avatar via a touch screen 
“joystick “ and “buttons” (Figure 12. middle). In such HAR 
games, the perspective of the player may not always align with 
that of the avatar, since the camera control is detached from the 
movement of the avatar. Thus, the game needs to be designed so 
that a player can intuitively control their avatar, and remember 
where it is (if they look away). 

 

Figure 12. Player’s personal presence in different games. (Left) 
Nintendo 3DS AR game, with the dragon always facing 
towards and attacking the player; (Middle) Player controlling 
their avatar in Rock’em Sock’em; (Right). In PuppyPlus, the 
player acts like “God,” bringing food to the puppy on the island 

Games do not necessarily require players to have a personal 
representation in the game. With a HAR interface, a player can 
participate in the game by changing the environment directly. For 
example, in PuppyPlus (Figure 12. right), the player’s task is to 
provide food to a hungry puppy living on an island. The player 
interacts with the game by moving boats of food close to the 
puppy, causing the puppy to react in response. In such games, the 
virtual characters do not react to the player’s position, but a player 
may change the digital world by manipulating physical objects, 
which may strengthen a player’s presence in the game world. 

Using the pre-pattern: In traditional digital games, there are 
conventions about how a player is represented in the game. HAR 
interfaces impose new meanings and usage on these conventions. 
With HAR, first-person presence is deepened as the physical 
movement of the player directly influences the game state. When 
the player controls an avatar in a third-person view, game 
designers need to ensure that the player can track the avatar and 
appropriately control it, since the player’s view may be 
disconnected from their avatar. With the third-person view, a 
player may also directly interact with the game world using 
trackable game pieces or through the handheld device. Depending 
on the genre and theme of the game, a designer can make choices 
among these implementations of personal presence that are 
enhanced by HAR interface.  

5.8 Body constraints  
Definition: Design HAR games that take the relative position 

among players into account, so that when a player moves, they 
change the options for another player.  

Description: A player's action can provide constraints to 
another player's subsequent moves; this strategy has been widely 
applied to games like Chess. A good example of leveraging bodily 
constraints is the board/party game Twister, in which a player 
occupies physical space with their body, which in turn provides 
possibilities and constraints for the other players’ next moves.   

With a HAR interface, the body position of a player can 
influence the performance in the game. As players move in the 

space, they may occupy positions that are strategically important, 
and the next player’s moves need to be changed accordingly.   

This pattern provides motivations for players to raise their 
awareness of, and strategically leverage, their physical movement 
and body position during game play. Moreover, this pattern is 
related to the social conventions of body distance and personal 
space. A social game may challenge and experiment with these 
social conventions to create novel social experience.  

Examples: In BragFish, some players reported physically 
occupying a position where many fish appeared. Since it is easier 
to catch the fish when getting a close-up top-down view, holding 
this position reduces the ability of other players to fish in the same 
area. The physical “conflict” created many instances of shared 
enjoyment in our play tests (Figure 13. left). 

In other games, designers try to avoid physical interference. For 
example, in the game Domino Knockdown (Figure 13. Right), the 
goal was to avoid body collisions between players. The 
researchers created an algorithm to shift the digital world back 
when players move closer to each other physically [65]. The 
choice between leveraging and avoiding body constraints is based 
on the goal of the game design.  

 

 
Figure 13. Two approaches to the pre-pattern of “body constraint”: 

(Left) In BragFish, players compete to occupy certain 
physical location as part of the gameplay. (Right). In Domino 
Knockdown, the game shifts the digital world when players 
move closer (Courtesy of Steven Feiner and Ohan Oda) 

    Using the pre-pattern: This pre-pattern needs to be considered 
in both competitive and cooperative games. In cooperative games, 
body constraints can be a negative factor if they are not carefully 
designed for.  When players cooperate in the game Art of Defense, 
players sometimes bump into each other, which is frustrating. To 
incorporate body constraints in the game, they must be tied to 
meaningful actions that change game state. The key is to consider 
the physical space as a limited resource among all the players.  
    Also, when applying this pre-pattern, player relationships and 
social norms need to be considered so that the body constraints do 
not feel intrusive and awkward in social games.  

5.9 Hidden Information  
Definition: In a HAR game, most of the information is hidden 

on the private display. But such information can be given away 
with body movements or during communication. Players leverage 
their bodily co-presence and social skills to hide and reveal part of 
the information, creating suspense and tension.  

Description: When playing co-located non-digital games like 
Mafia or Poker, a player is leveraging social skills to guess some 
hidden information. Player’s social skills are critical for such kind 
of game play. Sociologist found that people consciously give the 
impression that they want others to have, but unconsciously give 
away the impressions that are less controllable but more 
trustworthy [64]. Human beings are naturally equipped with rich 
skills of discerning subtle social cues for communication.  



A HAR interface implies individual displays and private 
information. However, players can give away information when 
moving themselves/the device, or by communicating with the 
other players. This loose connection between the information that 
is hidden on devices, and the information that can be given away, 
can foster emergent social play and enhance suspense and tension. 

Examples: We evaluated the game BragFish, a competitive 
fishing game where the fish can only be seen around the boat that 
a player controls. In this game, a player can also steal the other 
player’s fish by ramming their boats. We found players infer the 
other player’s state and guess their next action by body posture, 
movement and sound cues. For example, one player told us that 
his strategy is to sneak up and steal. When he noticed that the 
other player was holding the device steady and close to the 
tracking surface, he inferred that they were fishing. Once the 
sound confirmation of the other player catching the fish occurred, 
he rammed them immediately and stole the fish [7]. This example 
illustrates how hidden and the indirect ways it might be revealed 
can generate emergent play strategies.  

Using the pre-pattern: HAR interface can leverage players’ 
body movement, object manoeuvring, sound, and the of verbal 
communication for interaction. A designer can loosely connect 
such behaviors to the game state so that a player can actively try 
to capture others' signals or give misleading signals. To use the 
pattern effectively, the key is to avoid an exact one-to-one 
mapping between an observable behavior and the game state. The 
fun of this pattern is creating suspense; a player may try various 
actions, such as pretending, bluffing, and guessing, which create 
interesting emergent play. 

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK  
The patterns presented here are derived from HAR games.  While 
other AR technologies have different affordances and constraints, 
and will therefore have their own specific design patterns, we 
hope some of these patterns will transfer to other configurations of 
AR technology, such as projection based AR or head mounted 
AR.  Similarly, while our focus has been on HAR games, a 
number of the lessons we have learned apply to non-game 
contexts.  For example, the control mapping pattern speaks to the 
broader issues of interaction and control of any HAR system.  
Similarly, the cognitive and perceptual principles underlying the 
landmarks pattern are relevant to understanding the relationships 
between the physical and virtual worlds in any HAR system. 

We also recognize that the approach we have taken here is only 
one way of understanding AR design, and as such, it emphasizes 
the embodied interaction aspects of HAR games, while 
overlooking others such as the narrative or content design. 
However, design patterns are theoretically neutral, and we make 
no claim that these nine patterns are comprehensive; while we 
focus on design patterns for embodied interaction, other patterns 
that emphasize character relationships, or mediation of the 
physical world, are also possible. One of the strengths of pattern 
languages is that sets of patterns that stress different aspects of 
AR experiences can be contained within the same language and 
mixed together to create compelling AR experiences. 

Our hope is that this paper serves to begin a long-term 
discussion of design patterns for AR. The evolution of pattern 
languages is a social process, which is critically dependent on the 
involvement of the community in using and discussing existing 
patterns, and updating and creating patterns and pattern language 
that suit to their new situations. This work can serve as a 
foundation to form a pattern language for designing AR games for 
game design and AR communities. In the near future, we hope to 

create an “AR Design Patterns” wiki that includes these design 
patterns, plus others that did not make it into this paper. 

7 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we present 9 design pre-patterns based on our 
experience of designing and teaching HAR games, and analyzing 
other existing commercial and academic examples. Specifically, 
these pre-patterns are: device metaphor, control mapping, design 
for the seams, world consistency, landmarks, personal presence, 
living creatures, hiding /revealing information, and body 
constraint. The pre-patterns leverage skills of the players, and can 
be used to inform the design of gameplay experiences that take 
advantage of embodied interaction enabled by HAR interface.  

In the end, the game design and research communities will 
determine if these patterns are useful, through application (or not) 
of them to their design practices. Our hope is that, by synthesizing 
lessons and observations from a large number of HAR games, we 
provide a solid foundation for thinking about designing fun and 
compelling HAR games. 
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